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Executive Summary

The plethora of challenges that face local government and police departments today and
further into the 21st Century are often numerous and riddled with unreasonable expectations
needing creative solutions. Demands from politicians and taxpayers to keep costs low while
providing exceptional services is at the forefront of decision making for police executives. Since
police staffing comprises the largest portion of police and town budgets, police executives are
continually looking for ways to do more with less and are replacing conventional policing
methods with more accountable and acceptable measures for adopting police services. Despite
these challenges, police executives are meeting these demands by adopting strategies to improve
technological advancements, consolidate or share certain police services and replace ancillary
police duties with lower paid civilian employees. Unfortunately, the Boonton Police Department
is not immune to these cost saving issues and continue to examine all possibilities in providing
its citizens with excellent police services while still remaining conscience to fiscal responsibility.
Today, the Boonton Police Department has come a long way in meeting most of these
challenges. Over the last few years the department has restructured its table of organization to
keep staffing as low as possible without losing essential services. In addition to this strategy, the
police department has embraced technology and has improved upon its efficiency and
effectiveness by completing a nationally recognized practice of “Accreditation.” Although we
have come a long way in this process, there is still one major issue at stake. The issues of
replacing our aging dispatch radio communications system.
This capstone project focused on exploring the different costs associated with the radio
communications replacement and how each option effected cost and the delivery of police
service currently. For the project to be successful, I needed to network with many different
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venders to get the best pricing for the radio replacement. This consisted of pricing out new radio
systems as well as leasing opportunities associated with “shared services” agreements. In
addition to a cost analysis, this project also examined how each cost option effected the overall
delivery of police services. To my dismay, each radio option brought out its own set of unique
challenges. In conclusion of this capstone report, I found myself making some compromises in
the costs of “state of the art” radio technology to keep the delivery of police services at
exceptional standards.
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Acronyms/Abbreviations

AKA – Also Known As
ALPR – Automated License Plate Reader
CAD – Computer Aided Dispatch
CPM - Certified Public Manager
FCC - Federal Communications Commission
FRC - Federal Radio Commission
GMA – Government Management Advisors, LLC
GPS – Global Positioning System
IT – Information Technology
LT – Police Lieutenant
NIJ – National Institute of Justice
NJSACOP – New Jersey State Association of Chiefs of Police
OIC – Officer in Charge
OPRA – Open Public Records Act
PERF – Police Executive Research Forum
PSIC/P25 – Public Safety Interoperable Communications Infrastructure Project 25
SOP – Standard Operating Procedures
TO – Table of Organization
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Agency Description

The Town of Boonton is located, in eastern Morris County, intersected by Route 287,
approximately 2 miles north of its interchange with Route 80 and is in the 11th Congressional
District which is part of New Jersey's 25th state legislative district. As of the 2010 United States
Census, there were 8,347 people, 3,235 households, and 2,112 families residing in the Town.
Boonton was originally called “Boone-Towne” in 1761 in honor of the Colonial
Governor Thomas Boone. Boonton was originally formed on March 16, 1866, within portions of
Hanover Township and Pequannock Township. After separating from Hanover Township and
Pequannock Township, the Town reincorporated and became fully independent on March 18,
1867. The development of Boonton began in about 1829 as a result of the construction of the
Morris Canal and the formation of the New Jersey Iron Company. The original settlement of the
town is now under the Jersey City Reservoir, completed in 1904. (Community History, 2016)
“Boonton is a vibrant community which is grounded in its historical past. A rich cultural
background has been passed down the years from immigrants who came to Boonton to work in
its iron industry. Boonton has been the home to abolitionists, a stop on the Underground
Railroad and home of the world famous “Boonton-ware” household dishes. Trolley cars,
vaudeville theatres and hotels thrived on Main Street at the turn of the century. Now the home of
high-tech companies, a wide range of restaurants and antique stores, the town has grown and
diversified both in its industry and in its ethnic population.” (Community History, 2016)
Although Boonton is a town built on industry, it is not without natural beauty. Grace
Lord Park, with it fountain, falls and landmark gazebo is home to the town’s concerts during the
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summer season. The Rockaway River meanders through the park and our town offering walking
trails and a variety of flora and fauna for the nature enthusiast. (Community History, 2016)
Boonton is also home to the historic New Jersey Firemen’s Home. Only one of a handful
in the entire country, this hospital cares for both fulltime and volunteer firemen that have no
other facilities to turn to during retirement or convalescence. (Community History, 2016)
Boonton operates using the “Town” form of government and is ran by a Mayor and
Board of Aldermen, (aka Town Council.) The Mayor in Town chairs the Board of Aldermen,
and heads the municipal government. The Aldermen may enact an ordinance to delegate all or a
portion of the executive responsibilities of the town to a municipal administrator, an option
which Boonton exercises. The Board of Alderman consist of four wards on a staggered basis,
with one seat from each of the four wards coming up for election each year. (Community
History, 2016)
Shortly after the town’s independence, it didn’t take more than two months to realize the
importance of adopting a police department to maintain law and order for this up and coming
community.
On May 20th, 1867, the Town of Boonton established the Boonton Police Department and
passed an ordinance regulating the department’s duties and functions. This ordinance held the
police department responsible for security, peace, good order and the efficient execution of laws,
regulations, and ordinances. Other responsibilities that the police would have to perform was
lighting, extinguishing, and maintenance of the town’s oil street lamps, and the collection of
town taxes. (Boonton Police Department, 1999)
While the duties of the police were outlined in the Town Ordinance, in practice, the
department found many other different problems keeping peace and good order. Complaints of
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burglaries, theft, assaults, and the discharging of firearms, as well as health and nuisance
problems such as drunkenness, noise, and garbage complaints. Taverns serving after hours, and
miscellaneous animal complaints, kept the police busy with handling approximately 1,500 calls
for service during a year. (Boonton Police Department, 1999)
Today, the police department continues to provide 24/7/365days of uninterrupted service
and handles over 15,000 calls for service per year. The Boonton Police Department serves a
community of approximate 8,900 residents with continued expectations of growth. It is
estimated that within the next five years residential and industrial population will grow over
10,000 not inclusive of the daytime population.
In 2014, the Town of Boonton Board of Alderman passed a resolution designating me
Chief of Police of the Boonton Police Department. Under my command and now the 11th Chief
assigned with the responsibilities of the welfare of the department and community, I was
compelled to progress our agency’s development and growth in tangent with policing trends
demanded today and the expected future.
This transformation began with the restructuring of the Boonton Police Department to
consist of the following; 1 chief of police, 1 captain, 1 lieutenant, 5 sergeants, 12 sworn police
officers, 2 detectives, 5 special officers, 4 telecommunications officers, 1 full-time parking and 1
part-time parking officers, 8 part-time school crossing guards and 1 civilian support-staff
member. The police department was reorganized to consist of an executive office, an operations
division, an investigations division, the support services division and the telecommunications
division for maximum efficiency and effectiveness.
By 2016, the Boonton Police Department completed accreditation under the New Jersey
State Association of Chiefs of Police (NJSACOP) where only 35% of New Jersey Police
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Agencies have achieved this recognition. The department status as a NJSACOP accredited
agency assures the department has undergone rigorous inspections of its operating procedures,
rules and regulations and strategic plan to build the utmost in public trust.
The Boonton Police Department has taken pride in partnering with the community and I
adopted a new mission, vision and core values statements which codifies our commitment to the
public and professional service as follows:
Mission Statement
The mission of the Boonton Police Department is to serve the community and all people with the
highest quality of law enforcement services by protecting and preserving life and property,
safeguarding the constitutional rights of citizens, and enforcing all Local and State Laws in a
professional, courteous and impartial manner.

In fulfilling our mission, the Boonton Police

Department is committed to promote partnerships and trust within our community and to improve
the overall quality of life for the people we serve.
Vision Statement
It is the vision of the Boonton Police Department to demonstrate a leadership role within the law
enforcement profession that strives for excellence in the delivery of public service. The Boonton
Police Department is committed to create a community where everyone feels safe in their homes,
business, schools and neighborhoods by encouraging partnerships within the community and
developing our highly skilled workforce in the investigation and prevention of crimes. The
Boonton Police Department understands that the community entrusts the police department with
providing effective law enforcement services and in order to retain this trust we are guided by our
core values of Integrity, Duty, Honor and Trust.
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Core Values
Integrity – We believe that Integrity is the cornerstone of character and strive to be honest and
forthright in all of our affairs. We are committed to maintain the highest moral and ethical
standards of conduct and our actions will be governed by the principles set forth by the Police
Officer Code of Conduct, United State Constitution, and Laws of the State.
Duty – To protect and serve the people to the best of our abilities and to ensure the highest quality
of service. To perform our duties judiciously and responsibly with unwavering conviction.
Honor – We are members of an honorable profession and always must conduct ourselves in a
manner that earns respect from all people.
Trust – We strive to achieve excellence in every aspect of what we do. We must demand the
highest standards for ourselves and embrace new ideas from within the Law Enforcement and from
the community. We believe in treating all people fairly and with dignity and respect. We value
diversity of our community and must work tirelessly to foster lasting partnerships to succeed in
our mission of protecting life and property, reducing crime and improving the quality of life for
all people.
After solidifying the necessary organizational changes, I recognized the need to improve
on newer technologies and developed a five-year capital plan for 2014-2018. Technological
advancement started with the purchase of an integrated Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) System
capable of multi-jurisdictional information sharing and continued with an upgraded computer
based 911 system. Other notable upgrades include street surveillance cameras in and around the
Main St. business district, computer-based fingerprint capturing system, in-car mobile data
computers, automated license plate readers (ALPR’s), in-car digital video cameras and body
worn cameras.
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In addition to a permanent “traditional” website, we have embraced the social media age
and have Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and “text message” based alert systems. These services
allow the police department to communicate with residents and the media in an open and near
instantaneous manner.
Although the Boonton Police Department has made great progress in the minutia of
technological advancements, one major challenge still looms overhead. This challenge consists
of replacing the department’s aging radio system which serves as the communications life-line
between the public, police dispatch and the emergency responders.

Problem Statement

As we progress into the future, reductions in state aid and increased operating expenses
has become the norms for most New Jersey Municipalities. The Town of Boonton is one of
those municipalities that has not been immune at avoiding this paradigm. To exacerbate matters,
the Town of Boonton’s ability to reduce staffing, resources and equipment without a dramatic
loss of service becomes a futile proposition for a small town like Boonton. We are also
constantly reminded that part of the success for any municipality is their ability to keep up with
the demands of emerging technologies, while being sensitive to the state mandate of the 2% cap
on budgetary spending and the pressures local politicians place on department heads to decrease
municipal spending. This reminder urges us to find more creative, efficient and effective ways
to deliver town services. Unfortunately, the typical response to above challenges usually involve
a quick fix or “band aid approach” for addressing some parts of a problem, leaving other aspects
of the issue short of viable solutions. This often causes municipalities to go into a “tailspin” and
revisit the same issues over and over again as new problems arise from the short sightedness of
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previous problems. Inversely, approaching problems in a comprehensive manner and balancing
all aspects of the issues will not only increase the likelihood of success but will decrease the
overall cost and waste of limited resources municipalities have at their disposal.
Within the last year, the Boonton Police Department is facing one of its biggest
challenges to date, the decision to replace a failing dispatching radio communications systems
vital in providing effective police, fire, emergency medical and public works services to its
community. This radio communication system is also integral with providing a safety network
to our first responders and plays a pivotal role as the “face” of the town and police department.
Unfortunately, it is only getting more and more difficult to find replacement parts for the
department’s aging radio system infrastructure. Technical support is also becoming increasingly
difficult to find and almost obsolete, as technicians with the broad-based knowledge of the
department’s older radio technology retire without contingency replacements. This vicious cycle
is increasingly causing intermittent broadcast problems to our first responders and costly repairs
continue to be on the rise. To exacerbate matters, the copper phone/tie lines designed to operate
the specified radio transmitters are no longer being supported by the phone company, which at
minimum, will require the town and police department to commit to some type of wireless
upgrade to the existing system.
This capstone project is committed to examine ways the police department can replace its
deteriorating radio communications system without compromising services already provided to
the community served. Specifically, the following four options will be examined by reviewing
cost factors associated with each option, the cost of installation and continued operations, the
advantages and disadvantages an option may have impacting services the town provides and the
feasibility that an option can be successfully implement. These options are as follows:
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1) Upgrade technology to the town’s existing radio system;
2) Explore a radio communications agreement with county services operating under their
radio communications system;
3) Total replacement of the town’s radio system with the adoption of the State PSIC/P25
network; and
4) Explore shared services with adjoining towns to supplement and disperse partial costs and
operations of a radio communications system between towns.
It is my hopes through a comparison and comprehensive review of these options, a
delicate balance can be achieved between providing excellent service to the community without
compromising first responder efficiency and effectiveness and at the same time remain sensitive
to the fiscal implications these options play on the citizens and Boonton community.

Literature Review

Traditionally, the primary role of Law Enforcement has been to protect life, property and
the enforcement of law. Today, in modern policing, this has expanded to ensure that all citizens
feel safe in their homes and communities. This feeling of security can only be achieved by
providing effective, fair and responsive police services through good practices established within
the police department. One of the integral practices that police have put into place to achieve
this mission is with the use of a dispatching center to serve as the “nervous system” of police
operations. The dispatching center is typically the “pivotal point” where critical emergency
information is received, processed and delivered to its respected community. It is typically at the
heart of community policing and is usually the first contact point citizens have with the police.
In the wake of rising costs, technical advancements and complex police operations, one question
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continues to plague police executives. “How do we continue to meet the challenges of keeping
costs in control without disrupting or reducing police services to the community?” The
following review of literature is divided into three key components. The first component
provides a historical perspective of the evolution of police dispatch radio systems. The second
component will dissect the key roles dispatching plays on the overall operations of police
services today and further into the future. The third component will explore the concepts of
consolidation and shared services to understand the potential advantages and disadvantages
adopting such practices into the police agency. For some police departments, consolidation or
shared service agreements have proven to be highly effective in reducing costs and improving
police operations, while in other police departments they fell well short of expectations.
First, let’s start by looking at the history of dispatching. Since the inception of policing,
law enforcement agencies faced communication difficulties between officers, other agencies and
the public. During this time public and police communications was as slow as word of mouth
and basically the only means of relaying information. (Brown, Retrieved Sept 18, 2017)
It wasn’t until the invention of wireless telegraphy in 1836 when police communications
began to revolutionize. (Poli, Retrieved Sept 18, 2017) With the availability of this wireless
telegraphy, more commonly known as “Morse Code,” police had the increased ability of sending
communication information from one remote station to another. (Brown, Retrieved Sept 18,
2017) Although the Boonton Police Department never adopted this form of communications, a
crude form of timing the sequence of lamp lighting existed to signal that officers were safe and
on watch.
By the end of the 1800’s, police agencies utilized a new form of technology known as the
telephone. The first known use of the telephone in police communications was in Albany, NY,
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in 1877. Telephones were installed allowing communications between the mayor’s office and
the five police districts. It was only a few years later when Washington D.C. adopted the first
call box system equipped with telephones linked to a dispatch center. These signal boxes were
also equipped with an illuminated signal to alert officers of pending calls for service. (Brown,
Retrieved Sept 18, 2017) The Boonton Police Department quickly took hold of this technology
and “call boxes” were installed at every intersection along the business district.
It wasn’t until 1921, W.P. Rutledge, with the Detroit Police force realized the
possibilities that audio messages could be transmitted from a fixed point to a moving point which
was later identified as radio communications. (Poli, Retrieved Sept 18, 2017) After several years
of controversy and opposition to the police department’s right to operate on radio
communications frequencies, the Federal Radio Commission (FRC) granted Detroit Police
Department a license to do just that. By the 1940’s, police radio communications expanded from
dispatch centers and police vehicles to two-way radios that could be affixed to a police officer’s
belt or uniform. (Brown, Retrieved Sept 18, 2017) Today, the two-way radio has been an
essential law enforcement tool that officers have come to rely on. For officers working alone,
the radio is a comforting lifeline in which they know one push of a button will lead to officer
back-up from their brothers and sisters. (Griffith, 2014)
Unfortunately, with all the benefits derived from radio technology, there are some
drawbacks that need to be noted. In order for someone to receive and transmit radio
communications, there is the existence of a radio frequency spectrum that has the ability to carry
messages across the airwaves. This spectrum is not infinite which poses problems with
congestion and limited space. To solve some of the problem, reallocations of radio spectrum by
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) forced police and emergency responders into
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smaller ranges of the radio bandwidth. This led to further innovation in radio communications
such as digital transmitting. From one radio frequency, digital transmission technology allowed
one analog frequency to be digitized into packets, allowing computers to sort many points of
contact using few frequencies. (Brown, Retrieved Sept 18, 2017) In simplistic terms, a police
department could take one radio communications channel they operate from, digitize it and
divide it into two or more channels giving them more operational use. Currently, the Boonton
Police Department is fully licensed but is using an analog radio system only. Digital technology
potentially holds the key for the police to increase communications viability.
The second step in this literature review was to examine the key roles and functions
police dispatching services contribute to the overall mission of the police department. It is
important to note that dispatch centers, especially for smaller police agencies like Boonton,
typically involve supplementing police services with civilians to allow for officers to be more
productive addressing emergencies in the field. Some of these supplemental services include
handling walk-in complaints, addressing non-emergent telephone calls, managing in-house
alarms, monitoring town-wide camera systems and completing basic incident reports. Today,
police departments are far more complex than they were a generation or two ago and have
achieved these goals in large part by deploying an endless array of new strategies. These new
strategies include upgraded technologies, community policing, “hot spot” policing, crime
mapping, closed-circuit video, GPS tracking, information sharing and social media applications.
(Forum, 2014) Boonton dispatchers continually play integral roles in assisting the police
department with the aforementioned duties discussed.
In addition to the findings found in the Forum, the National Institute of Justice (NIJ)
explains dispatching officers have many responsibilities, as they are the “hub” of the police, fire,
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and other emergency services. They account for general calls that are made to the emergency
center and the center is responsible for gathering essential information from the caller to
determine whether an emergency response is needed at a location or incident. They also act as a
non-emergency call taker providing directions and other pertinent information to citizens.
Dispatchers must have the knowledge of their geographic area and be well versed of laws,
terminology and procedures for the department. ((NIJ), 2007) These significant operational
concerns will be examined and taken into consideration when exploring viable radio options.
Looking towards the future of policing, it is evident the demands on police services are
only going to rapidly increase. According to Police Executive Research Forum (PERF)
regarding future expectations, the majority of local police agencies will continue to focus more
resources on data collection, crime analysis and real-time intelligence. Local agencies will also
spend more time building and maintaining the public image and increase use of social media.
The Forum further explains in the light of further budget cuts, agencies will increasingly use
civilians to supplement jobs currently performed by sworn personnel. (Forum, 2014)
In striking a balance between the cost options of implementing a new radio system, it will
be just as important to compare how each option may affect police services. In this portion of
the literature review, the concepts behind “shared services,” or as some have defined it,
consolidation of services will be explored. For some police departments, shared service
agreements have proven successful in reducing costs and improving services, while other
departments have experience quite the opposite results.
When deciding to consolidate, there are many things to consider. It is important to
remember that one size doesn’t fit all and before jumping into shared services it is important to
explore all options.
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Let’s start by looking at the advantages of consolidating services. For most agency cost
factors play a huge significance in choosing this option. With shrinking revenues and growing
service demands, communities are joining forces to provide services to their constituents. This
combination is a potential cost saving method for municipalities that want to maintain service
levels but find that tax laws inhibit their ability to fund them individually. The result is a classic
example of economies of scale. This assumes the municipality can reduce resources to deliver
equivalent service. (Holzer, 2009) This capstone project will examine the effects in the
reduction of dispatchers to reduce cost savings.
Secondly, another advantage shared services may accomplish is focused of the potential
of improving technology within the police agency. Traditionally local government has made
only limited investments in improving information technology, this is because costs are
perceived to be unpalatable to the citizenry. Service sharing offers the potential for quality
improvement without incurring the skepticism of the public about expensive investments.
(Holzer, 2009) This capstone will also examine service sharing options as a means of potentially
reducing costs.
While there may be several costs, technological and service incentives to consolidate,
literature review also recognizes several disadvantages to consider before committing to
consolidation practices.
First, we need to recognize that all dispatch centers and local police agencies use a
variety of different operation models to provide services to their citizens. The emergency
communication needs of each agency and the jurisdictions it serves can differ greatly. Though
most jurisdictions seek to give residents the highest level of dispatch services that are reasonably
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affordable, some view consolidation as ceding too much power to the contracting agency and
have concerns about the quality of service that a merger would bring about. (Rigert, 2014)
Consolidation must also be considered on a case-by-case basis; the cost savings and
benefits may vary greatly based on each individual situation. (Rigert, 2014) This capstone
project will examine the current functions dispatching plays on the overall productivity of the
police department and weigh in on costs associated with implementation of a new radio system.
Secondly, some studies conclude that police forces become more disengaged from the
community when they consolidate services. Some service consolidations operate away from the
community in which it services. This takes the form of a remote location elsewhere which may
lead to a lack of solidarity of comradeship with the members of the community they are
overseeing resulting in a decrease of local control and community oriented policing. (McIndoe,
2011)
Many Chief of Police suggest that local dispatch centers are the “cornerstone” of
responsive public safety and are an important asset to maintain locally focused service. In
addition, dispatch centers for many agencies provide more than just dispatching; they do
everything from writing reports to handling walk-in complaints. (Wattson, 2009)
As stated previously, for some agencies, shared services or consolidation has proven to
be an effective way of reducing costs and improving the quality of service. For those success
stories there have been some cases where the opposite has happened. According to the COPS
article, Public Safety Consolidation, some agencies have actually abandoned consolidation due
to the value citizen’s place on local control, loss of operational identity, the opposition from
employee groups and the decline in perceived or actual quality of service delivery. (Wilson,
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2012) This capstone project will take the main ideas discussed in this portion of the literature
review and compare all the relevant factors that affect Boonton dispatch operations.

Methodology

The Boonton Police Department is facing one of its biggest budgetary and functionality
challenges in recent times. The replacement of its deteriorating emergency services radio
communications system. The question I originally posed is, “What will be the most costeffective ways to replace this communications system without compromising emergency and
police services already provided to the community it serves. Specifically, this capstone project
looked at four potential options to meet this challenge; 1) Upgrade the current technology to the
town’s existing radio system which involved converting our current analog radio system with
digital and microwave capabilities; 2) Explore a radio communications consolidation agreement
with county services operating under the county’s radio communications network; 3) Replace the
town’s radio communications system with the implementation of New Jersey State’s PSIC/P25
radio network infrastructure for improved technology; and 4) Explore shared services
agreements with adjoining towns to supplement and disperse partial costs and operations of a
radio communications system between adjoining towns.
The methodology approach taken to investigate these four radio communications options
was researched by using both quantitative and qualitative methods and was broken down into
five distinct parts.
1) Comprehensive review identifying the functional issues surrounding the radio
communications system;
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2) Cost analysis associated with implementing a particular radio option as discussed
in this capstone project’s problem statement;
3) Identification of dispatch operational factors that could impact the way police
services are delivered if a particular radio option was chosen;
4) Verification of operational concerns and employee perceptions with the inclusion
of surveys and interview from internal and external police personnel; and
5) Completion of a comparison matrix to review all radio cost and police service
delivery concerns.

Identifying Radio Communications Functional Issues
To effectively identify the “root cause” of the police radio communications issues, I
started the first part of this capstone’s methodology by taking part in a working group to discuss
technological problems associated with the agency’s aging radio infrastructure. On June 15,
2017, at 10am this working group assembled at the Boonton Avenue Firehouse to discuss the
radio issues. This working group was formed to include all disciplines with respect to
emergency services and local government. The disciplines included for this discussion consisted
of police administrators, dispatchers, fire chiefs, emergency management coordinators,
ambulance coordinator, public works managers, IT technicians, and politicians alike. After over
one hour in discussion, the working group revealed that the aging communications radio system
was at the end of its functional life and would only be functional for approximately two more
years before costly fixes were to emerge. In addition, the analog technology adopted under the
current radio system was beginning to pose intermittent transmission issues for fire department
dispatch which typically reared its head with low volume levels when communicating with
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dispatch. To further exacerbate this problem, parts to fix the radio communications system were
becoming more difficult to obtain. It was also learned that the copper transmissions lines
designated to open communications channels for the fire department and ambulance were no
longer being supported by the phone company and needed to be replaced with better technology.
This led to the exploration of finding out the costs to digitize radio communications and replace
the transmission lines with microwave technology. After further discussions and in lieu of
footing the bill for upgrades to our radio communications system, options to share New Jersey’s
PSIC/P25 communications network infrastructure and the exploration to migrate to Morris
County dispatching services was born.

Cost Analysis of Radio Communication Systems Options
For the next several months I focused my attention on the second part of this
methodology section by networking with state communications representatives, county
communications representative and local radio venders to identify costs associated with each
option. The costs were compiled as follows:
Rebuilding the current radio communications system with digitalization and microwave
technology is estimated to initially cost $231,639.95. After this one-time purchase, a yearly
maintenance fee would be assessed at $5,634.00 to keep up on operational IT issues. Under this
plan, the police department could improve on its technology and would still be able to operate
under the police department’s current table of organization, utilizing the four dispatchers already
familiar with town geography and procedures. Dispatcher costs are currently at $229,483.66 for
salaries and benefits and are capped at a 2% increase per year to control costs.
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After in depth conversations with county communications representatives, migrating to
the county communications system would cost an initial start-up fee of $272,600.00 for the
purchase of new equipment. After this one-time fee, a yearly maintenance fee would be assessed
at $22,800.00. Under this plan, the police department would abandon the use of its current
dispatchers and pay the county an additional fee of $220,000.00 to $240,000.00 for their
dispatching services. This dispatching fee is not under the 2% cap and can change at any time.
Under the Open Public Records Act (OPRA) I requested current and past service agreements
between Morris County dispatch and several police departments using their services to determine
potential long-term cost increases. After a 7-year dispatching fee analysis the average increase
per year was 8%. To further understand the dynamics of using county dispatchers I took a field
trip to the Morris County Communication Center. I learned quickly that their communications
system works in quite a different fashion than our current system. During the onset of an
emergency call, the first county dispatcher is responsible to go through a “question and answer”
template to get the nature of the incident and then that dispatcher passes the call off to a second
dispatcher assigned to the specific police agency the call was intended for. That dispatcher then
disseminates the call information to first responders to address the matter. Although the county
system appeared to work effectively for a large scale operation, I had some concerns with the
potential increase in time lags to emergency calls and the tailored decrease in services for smaller
agencies like Boonton. I also found that gaining follow-up information from county dispatch
could prove cumbersome as well as their unwillingness to deviate from their scripted questions
template. In addition to these concerns, county dispatchers operate from a location several miles
away from the Town of Boonton and necessitate the need to divide their attention between many
other towns which could be perceived or actually lead to the detachment of service delivery. It is
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also important to note that the cost of the county dispatching services fee would be difficult to
control under a long-term solution.
Looking at further options, I explored the potential of sharing the State run PSIC/P25
communications radio network. This system is proven to utilize state of the art technology and is
fully supported under the State’s infrastructure. The estimated start-up costs to the town is
$752,600.00. In addition to these costs, a service fee of $13,680.00 would be assessed each year
for maintenance and improvements to the system. Although the initial costs would be substantial
as compared to the other two systems previously mentioned, technological advancements would
be of no issues to the town and long-term cost would remain in the control of the town. With
this plan the town would still be able to incorporate their own dispatchers familiar with town
procedures and practices.
After full review of these three options I realized compromises needed to be made
between the costs of a new radio system and the operational effectiveness of the agency.

It

wasn’t until this analysis I realized a fourth option could be explored. The possibility of
partnering up with surrounding agencies to share in the cost of a new radio communications
system. After reviewing the potential needs of surrounding jurisdictions, I met up with Chief
Paul Fortunato from Boonton Township and Chief Shawn Bennet from Mountain Lakes at the
2017 September’s Chief Association Meeting. Although we are in the infantile stages of talks
which this capstone project does not completely address, both departments are receptive to
exploring this option. If this option becomes viable, costs between all three towns could be split
proportional to operation needs and to call demands. This reduction of expenses could be
applied to the purchase of a new radio communications system as well as the costs for other
services and equipment, i.e., a shared prisoner processing center, Alcotest breath-alcohol
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machines, etc., without the loss of police services for the respective jurisdictions. The costs
under this plan is estimated to cost Boonton $115,819.98 for the rebuilding the current radio
communications system and remain at $752,600 for the sharing of the State’s PSIC/P25 network.
This assumes that Boonton would pay 50% of the costs for the radio system as the host agency
and Boonton Township and Mountain Lakes would split the remaining 50% as start-up costs.
This is not inclusive of any portable radio equipment each respective town would like to explore.
The reason the PSIC/P25 network cost remains intact at full price is due to the system being
based off of portable radio needs only. Under the PSIC/P25 system there is no infrastructure
rebuild costs other than the yearly maintenance fee. Once the equipment is purchased the
administration fee is the only cost from the State. In addition, splitting the dispatcher
operational costs between the three towns would result in Boonton paying $89,483.66.

Identify Operational Factors Effecting Police Services
It is not enough to just identify cost factors when implementing one of the radio
communications models without exploring how a particular radio system option impedes on
police services. During this part my methodology, I focused my analysis on the only plan that
would exclusively eliminate Boonton dispatchers from the police department’s table of
organization. This scenario would be posed if the county option was chosen. Under the other
three plans, Boonton dispatchers would remain as part of police service delivery and would not
change the police department’s effectiveness.
At the onsite of this part of the methodology section, I began with identifying all the duty
assignments Boonton dispatchers were involve with. This involved meeting with the operations
commander and dispatchers alike to come up with a comprehensive understanding of all the
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dispatcher’s functions.

To further assist in my findings, I conducted a detailed five-year

analysis of the dispatching functions. In my findings, I was quite surprise to identify the large
amount of ancillary functions the dispatchers performed to supplement police services. This
five-year analysis took the average of calls for service the dispatchers performed and is compiled
as follows:
Currently, our dispatch center handles approximately 24 walk-in complaints daily, 122
daily phone calls daily, 10 monthly in-house alarms, consistent monitoring of the town-wide
camera system and 5 daily medicine drop-box deliveries. Dispatchers are also instrumental in
monitoring 20 monthly prisoner watches and generate 152 basic police reports for missing
wallets, tow reports, background checks, intelligence collection and other miscellaneous
incidents. After equating all these extra duty assignments, police dispatchers deferred 65% to
75% of the extra duties an officer would have to handle if they were not present. These totals
amount to hundreds of more hours police officers would be left to handling ancillary functions
instead of addressing road complaints. Under the implementation of the county option two
variables would need to increase; overtime of officers and the need for additional police officers.

Verify Operational Concerns
To capitalize on this methodology section further, I became very interested in the effects
the radio options would have on my personnel. If there is one major concept I learned in my
CPM experience, it was in the growth and development of my number one resource, my
personnel. I knew if I was going to get over the hurdle of decreased efficiency and further
demands on my officers, I needed to employ the use of an employee survey to test those options.
This survey was administered to the entire department currently consisting 24 members from
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dispatch and all the way up to my commanding officers. This survey consisted of ten questions
(see Appendix G: Survey Questions) pertaining to the department’s operational effectiveness
when compared to the four radio options explored in this capstone. The survey appeared to be
successful in that all members of the department participated and only one elected to partially
complete the questions. It is also important to note that the survey was sent via the department’s
in-house work email through surveymonkey.com with the added caveat that respondents would
remain completely anonymous. This method was used for accuracy purposes and was designed
to reduce the potential for anxiety and scrutiny of freely answering the questions as they felt.
What I learned from the survey was astonishing. Even though a lot of members agreed on
rebuilding a new dispatch radio communications system more were interested in staying as
fiscally responsible and partnering up with surrounding jurisdictions. I further learned that no
employee was interested in migrating towards county services.
In addition to this survey, I conducted a phone interview with Lieutenant Jeffrey Gomez
from the Randolph Township Police Department. (see Appendix I: Interview Questions)
Lieutenant Jeffrey Gomez, currently in the administrative division of the Randolph Township
Police Department, has an impressive background and extensive knowledge in all aspects of
policing. I felt his interview would be helpful in either promoting or disproving the perceptions
of my employees since Randolph Township Police Department originally had their own dispatch
center and recently consolidated dispatching services with Morris County Communications
Center a few years ago. Again, to my surprise this interview led to most of the same conclusions
my officers perceived. The conclusion derived was the loss of local police service delivery and
the lack of community involvement.
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Cost and Service Delivery Comparison
In the final part of this methodology section, I completed a full matrix analysis to include
the different cost options as they relate to the delivery of services. It is said that pictures are
worth a thousand words, so I completed this analysis to simplify the all the data collected for this
capstone project. (see Appendix E: Radio Communications Cost Matrix)

Results of Project

This section of the capstone project is designed to review the results of replacing Boonton
Police Department’s radio communications system with the four options discussed in this
capstone. To recap, the options were as follows; 1) Upgrade technology to the town’s existing
radio system to include microwave technology and digitization; 2) Explore a radio
communications consolidation with Morris County radio communications services; 3) Total
replacement of the town’s radio system by sharing the State’s PSIC/P25 radio communications
network and 4) Explore shared services with adjoining towns to supplement and disperse partial
costs and operations of a radio communications system between towns.
In order for an effective analyzation of the radio communications option results, it is
important to establish baseline data for the Boonton Police Department’s operating expenses and
delivery of services. This baseline data will be critical when comparing how each radio option
will impact the overall cost and effectiveness of the agency.

Boonton Police Department Baseline Data
The Boonton Police Department currently operates their communications center with four
full-time dispatchers. Dispatchers work Monday through Saturday and cover 24 hours per day.
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Dispatchers under the police department’s current table of organization (TO) have Sundays off.
The salaries and benefits of dispatchers cost the town $229,483.66 per year which does not
include overtime for Sundays at an extra $15,000.00 per year. The radio communications system
maintenance fee was also established at $5,634.00. Dispatcher duties consist of answering 180
E-9-1-1 calls per month and coordinate the response of police, fire, ambulance and public works
to over 15,000 calls for service per year. In addition to dispatching duties, dispatchers are
trained as class I special police officers and supplement patrol responsibilities by handling
approximately 24 walk-in complaints daily, 122 daily phone calls, 10 monthly in-house alarms,
consistent monitoring of the town-wide camera system and 5 daily medicine drop-box deliveries.
Dispatchers are also instrumental in monitoring 20 monthly prisoner watches and generate 152
basic police reports for missing wallets, tow reports, background checks, intelligence collection
and other miscellaneous incidents. After equating all these extra duty assignments, police
dispatchers deferred 65% to 75% of the extra duties an officer would have to handle if they were
not present. Because dispatchers have the capabilities of assisting patrols with the delivery of
police services patrol overtime remains at approximately $185,000.00 per year. The total cost to
the town to maintain service delivery is $435,118.00. This total is not inclusive of police salaries
and the cost of initial build-out of a new radio communications system.
Now that we have derived a good baseline understanding of the costs associated with
current dispatch operations and the delivery of police services, we can now compare this baseline
data to the data results each radio communications option offers.
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Upgrade Radio Communications Technology
As stated in the methodology section of this capstone, rebuilding our radio
communications system to include microwave technology and digitalization will be an initial
cost of $231,639.95. This does not include a yearly IT maintenance fee of $5,634.00. If this
option was chosen, the town would also have the ability to phase-in costs over a four-year period
and could start their improvements with the police and continue over the next few years with
improvement to fire, ambulance and public works radio communications. Delivery of police
services would remain intact and stay at a cost of $435,118.00. This is inclusive of police
overtime. Although this rebuilt radio communications system will not have all the bells and
whistles the State PSIC/P25 system can provide, the initial costs would be reduced by
$520,960.05. The initial cost would also be less than the county dispatching system by
$40,960.05. Under this plan the town would have great latitude to control costs which has been
traditionally set at approximately 2% increase per year.

Replacement with the State’s PSIC/P25 Radio Communications Network
Adopting the State’s PSIC/P25 radio communications network would initially cost the
town $752,600.00. This does not include a yearly maintenance fee of $13,680.00. Adopting this
system would allow the police department to have unlimited radio capabilities. Where the
previous system would be limited in transmission range and communications channels, the State
system is virtually unlimited. If this option was chosen, the Town would also have the ability to
phase-in costs over a four-year period and could start their improvements with the police and
continue over the next few years with improvement to fire, ambulance and public works radio
communications. Delivery of police services would remain intact and stay at a cost of
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$435,118.00. This is inclusive of police overtime. As stated in the previous options, the initial
cost to operate on this system would increase by $520,960.05. This does not include the
maintenance fee increase of $8,046.00. Under this plan the town would have the ability to
control cost as stipulated in the first option discussed.

Consolidation with Morris County Radio Communications Services
Considering a consolidation plan with Morris County radio communications services
would initially cost the town $272,600.00. This does not include a yearly maintenance fee of
$22,800.00. The initial cost to implement the county system would increase by $40,960.05 in
comparison to rebuilding Boonton’s radio communications system but would decrease by
$480,000.00 from the State PSIC/P25 network. If this option was chosen, the town would not
have the capability of phasing-in costs. In addition, the department of public would be limited in
their abilities to use the county system. From an emergency management standpoint, not having
the ability of direct communications with the public works function could pose serious issues in
managing large scale incidents. During further examination, yearly maintenance costs adopting
the county system would increase by $17,166.00 when compared to the Boonton radio system
and increase by $9,120.00 over the State run radio system. The county radio communications
system incorporates the use of their own dispatchers which will cost the Town $220,000.00 to
$240,000.00 per year with the potential dispatching fee increase of 8% per year. This means the
Town of Boonton could reach cost over $300,000 after five years of service with the county and
up to $400,000.00 seven years later. Under current pricing, forfeiting our dispatchers for the
county system would decrease dispatch personnel costs by $9,483.66 short-term. This however
would create a void in the delivery of police services. As mentioned previously, dispatchers,
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who are also cross-trained as class I special police officers, supplement many police functions.
These functions include lobby walk-ins, non-emergent phone calls, town hall in-house alarms,
town-wide camera system monitoring and medicine drop-box deliveries. Dispatchers trained as
class I specials are also instrumental in monitoring prisoner watches and assist in generating
basic police reports to include missing articles, tow reports, background checks, intelligence
collection and other miscellaneous incidents. After equating all these extra duty assignments,
police dispatchers deferred 65% to 75% of the extra duties an officer would have to handle if
they were not present. This would leave the police department no other choice than to: 1)
increase police staffing by 2 to 4 officers estimated to cost between $126,000.00 and 252,000.00
or 2) increase staffing from a two-man minimum to a three-man minimum to cover the town.
Overtime generated from this model is expected to cost an additional $227,000.00 from the
original baseline overtime. This increase would set yearly patrol overtime at a cost of
$412,000.00. Adopting these coverage strategies would still leave our police headquarters
vacant of personnel and community oriented services such as the town-wide camera monitoring,
medicine drop box, the safe exchange met-up spot and basic needs from non-emergent phone
calls and walk-ins would be abandon. It is also important to note in April of 2016, Government
Management Advisors, LLC conducted a staffing feasibility study of the police department and
concluded the department was effective and efficient in its operation. GMA also concluded
under current operations officers hold many additional assignments and left unchanged would
need further increases in staffing. Under the county plan, a plethora of additional assignments
would still be left for the department to handle creating further burdens to officers. To remain
effective and efficient in operations, four more officers would need to be added to our roster to
create the necessary relieve valves to handle the extra workload. This equates to approximately
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$252,000.00 in additional police costs. (see Appendix R: Officer Cost Analysis) In addition to
these costs, the police department would have to retrofit the police department with panic alarms,
a new lobby 911 phone, a new lobby dispatching phone, a building burglar alarm system for
enhanced security and four new metal burglar proof doors to replace the old wooden doors
currently at the police department. Building retrofits are estimated to cost $30,000.00. From my
literature review and according to the COPS article regarding Public Safety Consolidation, some
agencies have actually abandoned consolidation due to the value citizen’s place on local control,
loss of operational identity, the opposition from employee groups and the decline in perceived or
actual quality of service delivery. (Wilson, 2012) To further explore the significance of this
local control issue and loss of identity, an in-house survey was conducted for all police
employees. This survey was designed to gauge the department’s mindset and willingness to
adopt county services. After review of the results from all 24 members, none of the police
employees felt the county option was viable. To further verify my results, I conducted a
telephone interview with Lieutenant Jeffrey Gomez from the Randolph Township Police
Department. The results from this interview concluded a loss in the delivery of police services.
Lt. Jeffrey Gomez also stressed concerns with the extra burdens placed on the officer in charged
(OIC), his secretaries and police management. He clarified that county dispatchers, by
definitions, are not there to make police decisions, they are there only to relay the calls to the
police OIC for appropriate delivery response by the police. Lieutenant Jeff Gomez added the
biggest issue he has seen with the consolidation of county dispatch services is with the first
contact to the citizens of Randolph. Lieutenant Gomez states, “no longer are the days unscripted
conversation and communications could be had with the citizens, instead these scripts have led to
frustration from his residents and police alike.” In addition to these findings, Lt. Jeff Gomez
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explained to overcome some of the pitfalls with losing their dispatchers, headquarters
improvements, overtime and staffing needed to increase significantly. In further conversations
with other Chiefs and officers from Roxbury, Chester, Morris Plains, Mountain Lakes, Boonton
Township, Morristown, Denville, Montville, Lincoln Park, Parsippany, Wharton, Mount Olive,
Pequannock and Butler, they confirmed the same results.

Shared Services with Adjoining Towns
In the final results section, I explored the possibility of sharing services with adjoining
police agencies to share in the cost of a new radio communications system. After reviewing the
potential needs of surrounding jurisdictions, I met up with Chief Paul Fortunato from Boonton
Township and Chief Shawn Bennet from Mountain Lakes. Although we are in the infantile
stages of talks, both departments were receptive to exploring the possibility. The initial costs
under this plan is estimated to cost the town $115,819.98 for the rebuilding Boonton’s radio
communications system and $752,600.00 for the sharing of the State’s PSIC/P25 network.
Maintenance costs associated with either the rebuilding of our dispatch center or adoption of the
State system would also be split between the three departments. It is also expected that the
police department’s table of organization and the delivery of police services would remain intact
with no further increase in costs. Additionally, further cost saving could be achieved by
expanding police services for central booking, Alcotest breath-alcohol machine replacement, etc.
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Recommendations

In this section of the capstone project I will explain my recommendations concluded from
the results of this research. After review of all the radio communications options the main focus
was based on providing exceptional police services while striking a delicate balance between
fiscal responsibility. I also took the proactive approach of wanting to measure twice and only cut
once. There is clear evidence that rebuilding our radio communications system would produce
the most flexibility when budgeting for costs while still providing excellent police services town
residents and citizens are accustom too. As mentioned many times in this capstone project, the
dispatching radio communications system is at the heart of all police operations and the
cornerstone where all community services begin. To undermine the significance of this integral
component of policing can’t be overlooked with political rhetoric or compromise. It is also
compelling that the most cost effective solution would be to rebuilding f our current dispatching
radio communications system with the additional option of exploring shared services with
surrounding jurisdictions. This will allow current police service to remain intact. To implement
the State PSIC system would be cost prohibitive and to adopt the county proposal would lead to
a win-lose outcome. That is, Boonton would be on the losing end when it comes to cost and
operational efficiency.
As mentioned in the Boonton Police Department’s mission statement, it is the police
department mission to serve the community and all people with the highest quality of law
enforcement services by protecting and preserving life and property, safeguarding the
constitutional rights of citizens, and enforcing all Local and State Laws in a professional,
courteous and impartial manner. I believe rebuilding our current system would best sustain our
police mission.
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To further advance this objective, the exploration of shared services with partner
jurisdictions could hold the greatest potential. It is my goal to continue research on the
possibility of sharing dispatch and radio communication services with surrounding towns and
encourage local governmental politicians and other stakeholders to assemble at the table for
further discussions. In addition to this proposal, I implore the town implements surveys to our
citizens and formulate working groups with surrounding municipalities to discuss “win-win”
shared service opportunities.

Lessons Learned

Over two decades ago, after completing my undergraduate degree in Electrical and
Biomedical Engineering, I entered the private sector and began a career in with Hackensack
University Medical Center. Along this timeline, I was also engaged in a military commitment as
a Marine Corps Reservist and ultimately was activated for two overseas tours during Desert
Storm/Shield in 1990-1991. After a life altering experience in the military, I returned to
hometown of Boonton and refocused my ambitions to pursue a career in public service. This
decision lead me to a career in law enforcement working for the Town of Boonton Police
Department.
During the start of my career in 1994, police policies neatly fit into one binder and
technology consisted of two telephones, a simple two-way radio system and a typewriter to
generate reports. Calls were basically handled at the discretion of the officer on scene with no
real mechanisms to dispute police actions. The economy was relatively stable, call volume was
manageable and officer staffing was at exceptional levels and usually taken for granted. Policing
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during this time appeared to hold the highest level of respect and was thwarted with little
difficulties or challenges.
In 2007, with the loom of the “Great Recession,” policing started changing rapidly.
Although, technology ramped up and assisted with the improvement of police services, the
demand on cost savings measures and a more accountable police force was on the forefront.
This was also during the same time frame in my career I was placed on the fast track with
promotions from Sergeant, Lieutenant and then to Chief of Police. During this progression it
didn’t take me long to recognize the importance of developing strong management and
leadership practices that would contribute to problem solving strategies and future successes of
my police organization. This led me to one of the greatest opportunities to date, the CPM
program.
If you have ever heard the adage, “timing is everything,” then I can tell you there is a
great deal of truth behind that statement. For me, this timing couldn’t have come at a better point
in my career. Over the last eleven months enrolled in the Mt. Olive 1, CPM course and
completing this capstone report, there have been many valuable lessons learned. First and at the
forefront is my new understanding of self and the insight I have gained on my management style.
This has allowed me to reach my full potential and better understanding positive ways to manage
and relate to my employees. I also learned how to take a more comprehensive approach to
problem solving.
In this capstone project, I chose the task of finding fiscally responsible solutions to
replace Boonton’s aging dispatch radio system. This radio system is very important to police
operations and serves as the communications highway linking effective police, fire and
ambulance response to the public request for emergency services. Although this radio system is
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at the heart of efficient operations for the police department, it is unrealistic to pretend that there
are no cost restrictions assigned for its replacement. Therefore, this problem presented difficult
challenges and required a proactive solution. At first glance, I thought this challenge was going
to be straight forward which would only require obtaining a few quotes and comparing these
costs to come up with an acceptable solution. This was not even close to the truth. After
submitting my first problem statement, I was quickly humbled to the realization that there were
many other factors I needed to address to come up with finding viable solutions. The lessons I
learned from this entailed expanding my original problem statement to look beyond costs
exclusively and come up with a “systems approach” in my thinking by comparing the impact of
internal and external operational factors for each solution presented.
Expanding my approach to the problem was certainly one of my biggest challenges. I
often found myself unconsciously attempting to develop my problem statement from a potential
solution. After much effort and feedback from other police professionals and my CPM Cohort,
my problem developed into a comprehensive thought-provoking statement. This proved to be a
tremendous learning experience and allowed this project to take off in directions I would have
never imagined.
These pathways encouraged me to formulate working groups to identify critical problems
and develop internal surveys to properly evaluate my greatest resource, my employees. The
lessons learned from creating working groups and surveys provided me with insight for
operational considerations that would have been missed if not included in my research. Without
this information, choosing one plan over another, on cost analysis alone, would have corrupted
results unintentionally.
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The most interesting and valuable lesson I learned throughout the CPM course and this
capstone project was the receptiveness I received from my cohorts, instructors and coworkers.
Their desires in helping me succeed was awe inspiring.
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Appendix I
Interview Questions
This set of interview questions was developed to measure the validity of concerns the in-house
survey data concluded with regards to police operational issues migrating to Morris County
Dispatching Services.

1) How do you feel dispatch operations was handled prior to the migration to Morris
County Dispatch?

2) How do you feel dispatch operations has changed since the migration to Morris
County Dispatch?

3) What were the challenges of migrating to Morris County Dispatch?

4) How did you overcome these challenges?

5) Do you feel the Township of Randolph has seen significant cost savings migrating to
Morris County Dispatch?
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Appendix J
Summary of Interview Results
This set of interview questions was developed to measure the validity of concerns the in-house
survey data concluded with regards to police operational issues migrating to Morris County
Dispatching Services. This survey was administered to Lieutenant Jeffrey Gomez from the
Randolph Township Police Department with administrative knowledge in police services.

1) How do you feel dispatch operations was handled prior to the migration to
Morris County Dispatch?

Lt. Gomez stated Randolph operated with four dispatchers and conformed well to the
departments standard operating procedures. (SOP’s) Dispatchers provided E-9-1-1
services and radio communications with emergency services. In addition to these
services, the dispatchers handled non-emergency phone calls for directions and town
information and assisted citizen with walk-in complaints and information. Other than
the managing element and staffing considerations dispatching provided efficient and
effective services for the police department.

2) How do you feel dispatch operations has changed since the migration to Morris
County Dispatch?
Lt. Gomez stated the migration to Morris County Dispatch resulted in the loss of
some key police services. To start their lobby is no longer manned by dispatchers
which now is taking time out from secretaries and police officers to address walk-ins.
During night time operations anyone coming into the lobby now requires an officer to
come off the road to address any citizen concerns. Lt. Jeffrey Gomez also stressed
concerns with the extra burdens placed on the officer in charged (OIC). He clarified
that county dispatchers, by definitions, are not there to make police decisions, they
are there only to relay the calls to the police OIC for appropriate delivery. Lt. Jeff
Gomez added the biggest issue he has seen with the consolidation of county dispatch
services is with the first contact to the citizens of Randolph. Lt. Gomez states, “no
longer are the days unscripted conversation and communications could be had with
the citizens, instead these scripts have led to frustration from his residents and police
alike.”
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3) What were the challenges of migrating to Morris County Dispatch?
Lt. Gomez stated some of the challenges they experienced was modifying their lobby
and getting accustom of county SOP’s. At times their biggest challenges come from
policy confliction between Randolph’s SOP’s and the County’s SOP’s.

4) How did you overcome these challenges?
Lt. Gomez stated that most of the challenges were overcome by making infrastructure
improvements to the lobby to allow access to a phone and the installation of a panic
button to lock the door behind someone who may be followed. In addition to solving
these problems Randolph has addressed some of the manpower issues with overtime
extra duty assignments and more police personnel.

5) Do you feel the Township of Randolph has seen significant cost savings
migrating to Morris County Dispatch?
Lt. Gomez stated in the long run he does believe Randolph has reduced costs. Matter
of fact he believes costs have actually gone up with the addition of replacing
dispatchers with officers. Lt. Gomez added cost continue to rise which the town has
no control over and to reinstate their original dispatch center would be cost
prohibitive.
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Appendix L
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Appendix M
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Appendix N
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Appendix O
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Appendix P
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Appendix Q
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Appendix R
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